phs has provided
this service for us
for a number of years
now and it has always
been really good.
Thank you.
University of Nottingham

Did you know...

Let phs Group take the hassle away in your college or university. We can help you
to provide hygienic facilities for students, reduce the administrative burden on
your staff and remain compliant with all relevant health and safety legislation.

15
phs Group carries out
15 service visits per
week to colleges and
universities just like
yours in the UK.
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Learn how phs supports colleges and universities

Guidance on Infection
Control in Schools, 2016
How we can help

Handwashing is one of the most important ways of controlling
the spread of infections, especially those that cause diarrhoea
and vomiting, and respiratory disease.

 he recommended method is the use of liquid soap,
T
warm water and paper towels
Always wash hands after using the toilet, before
eating or handling food, and after handling animals
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Avoid accidents in busy areas

ENTRANCE
MALE WASHROOMS

Traditionally, our most in-demand services for colleges and universities have included washroom
maintenance, floorcare and hygiene services. Our experts continue to meet the needs of institutions
in this sector with a wide range of products and services.
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• Slips and trips account for the largest percentage
of workplace accidents – a risk that increases in busy
environments such as universities and colleges. phs can
help with a range of floorcare solutions, including mats
that soak up dirt and moisture to avoid slippery floors in
public areas.
Make the right impression on prospective students
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• In order to attract the best and brightest students,
universities and colleges need to make a positive first
impression. Clean, presentable buildings are a basic
necessity in this regard. With everything from pleasantly
scented air fresheners to toilet cubicle maintenance
services, phs can help to ensure that your establishment
is perceived in a positive light.
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For students to have the best chance of success in their studies, it is vital that the
colleges and universities they attend provide facilities that promote a hygienic and
safe environment for learning.
Poor hygiene can lead to the spread of infection,
negative feedback from students and staff, and
a bad reputation for your college or university.
But with limited budgets and working hours,
this is an area that often ends up being neglected.
We work with over 1,400 colleges and universities
throughout the UK, providing convenient and
affordable services that help to keep hygiene
and cleanliness at desirable levels within
your institution.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Did you know?
By installing the right products,
phs can help your college or
university to reduce water and
energy bills, as well as reducing
your environmental impact.

Healthcare, washroom and floorcare hygiene is our
business. We stay on top of all the legislative developments
affecting your industry to provide you with expert advice on
what you need to do to ensure that your business is legally
compliant.

• With new students regularly contracting illnesses at
the beginning of the academic year, adequate hygiene
facilities are vital for the wellbeing of everyone attending
college or university. phs can provide essential hygiene
products including soap and surface sanitiser to help your
student population remain healthy and free of infection.
Take the hassle out of washroom maintenance

Our university building blueprint shows the most
in-demand services that we currently provide to
the higher education sector.

• Failing to look after the washrooms within your
establishment can have numerous negative effects on
students and staff, not to mention the reputation of your
college or university. Allow phs’ fully-accredited service
team to take care of your toilets – we can provide regular
service visits to ensure that your washrooms remain
hygienic and functional.

Our professional service drivers provide a discreet and
efficient service, calling ahead to check that our servicing
times are convenient for your business. And, if any of your
products or services need change, we’re just a call away
and have the flexibility to adapt to whatever is needed.
We’re in every geographical area and because we’re
Next door. Everywhere, we are on hand to help wherever
you are. And as a single supplier, meeting all your needs, we
can help reduce your day-to-day administration commitment
as well as your financial costs.

Reduce the risk of ‘freshers’ flu’

Adhere to legislation
We will ensure that safety and hygiene at your college or university is handled strictly in line with
current legislation and according to best practice guidelines
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